Abstract: Reasoning about the evolvability properties and economic implications of design structures is critical to high-consequence decision-making, but it remains difficult, in part due to the lack of formal theories linking design structures to evolvability and economic properties, and of automated techniques facilitating value-based decision-making. One key impediment is the lack of analyzable high-level design representations that both convey design architectures and enable designers to reason precisely about their modularity properties and economics.

This talk presents such a formal and analyzable representation. It takes design decisions as first-class members and expresses their relations using constraint networks. This model formally accounts for the key concepts of important but informal theories, enables the derivation of pairwise dependence relations from formal models, enables the automation of a range of architectural analysis methods related to evolution and economic value, and generalizes to provide an account of both object-oriented and aspect-oriented notions of modularity in a unified, declarative framework.
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